DEAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
U21 FUTSAL WARSAW 2019
03rd - 05th October 2019 Warsaw (Poland)

DCL 2019 – Rules of the U-21 Men Futsal draw
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The draw ceremony will take place on Wednesday 05 September 2019 in Warsaw,
Poland. The draw will start at 15:00.
The representatives in the draw will consist of members of the executive committee
and the technical director of U-21 Men futsal.
14 clubs have qualified for this competition in Warsaw. The organising host,
MKSN Mazowsze Warszawa, have qualified automatically Group A3.
The 15 teams will be divided into 4 groups of 4 teams each for the Group Stages.
The 4 clubs are first placed in groups A1, B1, C1 and D1, then the 4 teams are placed
in groups as A2, B2, C2 and D2, and so on.
No club from the same country will be placed in the same group.
If a club is drawn out and there is a clash of two clubs from one country, then the
club drawn out will be moved to the next group. A, B, C and then D is the order of
sequence. E.g. if a team is drawn out for B2 and there is a clash (2 clubs from 1
country), then that club moves to C2. So, the next team drawn will be place as B2.
If there is a clash of 2 clubs from 1 country in the last position of the group, e.g. team
drawn out for D2, then C2 and D2 switch places. If switching C2 and D2 does not
work, then D2 switches with B2, etc.
The same approach applies for each group.
If a team withdraws from the competition before the draw is made, then the last
Group (i.e. Group D) is reduced to 3 teams. Group C would be the next group to be
reduced to 3 teams if another team withdraws, and so on.
After the draw, the technical director of U-21 Men Futsal will issue the official
schedule of the matches within 2 hours. Any questions must be directed to the U-21
Men Futsal TD
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